
I knew Melitus from my builder (Metricon). He is really helpful towards all the loan process. This 
is my first loan experience. He is really understands about my needs and wise enough to give 
me financial suggestions. All of his service was excellent. Over all, I’m satisfied with his service. I’ll 
recommend his service to others.
Hanifah Ahmad

Melitus Silva

Very satisfied with the service I received. Always transparent service. Processing time is quick.
Akashkumar Amin

Bhavesh Shah

Best mortgage broker ever.
Sandeep Joshi

Santosh Nayak

Hi Sendy. Thank you for your expertise with my complex financial needs. Your product knowledge 
helped me achieve a win win financial advantage. Every thing went through at the right time. 
Thank you for your help. 
David Simms

Sendy Junawan

When we met Kess, we were in a big trouble. Our previous broker destroyed our dream 
completely. It was about our first home and land package. After met Kess, he explained to us our 
real situation and then advice us clearly what kind of things we should do and not to do. Most 
important thing is that he got none stop effort until we won the case and our dream become true. 
we recommend Kess Ke to all.
Asanka Niroshan Sesathpura Dewage

Kess Ke



Excellent knowledge across various product, quick response throughout the process, available on 
call after hours also. Showed friendliness and courtesy all the times. Effective communicator and a 
great advisor. Highly recommended to others.
Bhavin Nagralawala

Hardik Shah

We were very happy with the service we received from PJ. He was always available to chat if we 
had questions and was helpful throughout the stressful process. Thanks PJ.
Tania De Ross

Paramjit Singh

We have very much appreciated your readiness to attend to our financial needs. Your friendly and 
approachable manner has given us confidence in your services and has enabled us to experience 
success in our plans. 
Andrei Agache

Evan Stathopoulos

Jack has been the most fantastic help in getting us our first home at a time when we thought it was 
impossible and getting further and further from our reach. After being disappointed with another 
finance broker I sent an email to Jack and immediately he was on the phone to help us any time 
of day or night. He coordinated the entire process seamlessly and made it so easy for us. We’re 
forever grateful for his help and tireless work.
Kristen Thomson - Ireland

Jack Yang

Bharat from Loan gallery helped us in all of our project for shorting out all the finances He is 
best in his service very good knowledge of the fincance products and always get us the best deal 
available in the market We strongly recommend him to use his service and expertise for all your 
finance needs.
Chirag Patel

Bharat Deriya



John gives thorough explanation to all inquiries we had and has kept us updated with the land and 
house purchase from the start.
Franzel Vivares-Castro

John Gorton

Manu was incredible! By the end of the whole process, Manu was like family to me. His 
reassurance was incredible comforting and when he says its going to be okay, you believe it. I 
thought it would be impossible for me to build a house based at this point of my life, But Manu 
explained to me exactly how we were going to do it, and we did it! Thankyou Manu for everything 
single time you said ‘Sandra, Relax, its going to be fine’ and thankyou for holding my hand every 
step of the way. I feel as though this would have been impossible without you. Thankyou so so 
much.
Wasundara Opanayaka

Manu Balehosur


